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Multi-Survey System 
Survey, Monitoring & Assessment Module  

Do you carry out Course Evaluation Surveys, Student Monitoring or Assessments as part of your quality control criteria? 

Are the number of your online returns poor  due to apathy and unreliable internet access? 

Are you looking for a solution that can work anywhere? 

If yes to any of the above then why not consider the Trax Solution and read on – 

• Create - your own survey and assessment sheets using our intuitive form designer. 

• Monitor  – your returns to ensure maximum participant feedback! 

• Generate  - statistical and graphical analysis instantly. 

• Use - paper, online or a combination of both technologies together. 

• Full support - as standard from a company with over 25 years’ experience. 
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Unique features include powerful ‘drag and drop’ facili es that allow you to create, copy and move text or answer 

boxes on the screen, which automa cally adjust their posi on in rela on to the form scanning points.  No Need to 

specify each area where answer or text boxes exist.  Rich text format fully supported for any font type, style or size  

plus a built-in clip art/picture and mail merge facility for names, course and other details.  You can create/generate 

your own ques onnaires electronically or on paper quickly and easily in black & white or full colour and in size 

measurements from A5 to Legal including the standard A4 and le5er formats.   
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A comprehensive and flexible MS SQL project database is included, which allows you to create your training 

evalua on, monitoring or survey details.  Personal details such as course, name, age etc. may also be included, with 

the informa on transferred from other systems, entered manually or captured from your forms.   Once poject 

details are entered and a ques onnaire form created, you simply distribute them either electronically or by prin ng 

and then handing them out for comple on.   
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On return, paper based forms are scanned using OMR/Image Scanning and the feedback data processed.  

Electronic forms are retrieved from the web server and the results  stored for later analysis or by linking to 

sta s cal packages such as MS Excel or to other MIS or CRM soEware systems. 
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A range of reports and analy cal informa on, including graphical displays, structured query formats and 

longitudinal  me based analysis are built into the soEware.  Alterna vely data is easily exported to other systems 

such as Excel, SPSS etc.  Specialized SQL or Access macros for specific repor ng requirements can also be wri5en.  

Mul�-Survey is used in all areas of Industry, Commerce and Government, including Local Authori es,  Educa on 

and Healthcare, for market research, training, quality monitoring etc. or any task where  monitoring, assessment or 

suvey data needs to be captured, stored and analysed quickly, efficiently & cost effec vely.  
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